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Abstract— Simple Asymmetric Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a combinational NP complete problem. The
number (n) of cities in a tour is 5 then the possible paths are 120 (5!). When there are 25 or more cities to visit, brute
force search technique fails to solve. Instead, heuristic & probabilistic search methods are more sensible in solving
NP hard problems. In this paper, Genetic algorithm and crossover are analyzed and a novel crossover operator has
been established by combining two crossover techniques named PMX and FOMX called as hybrid crossover. The
proposed operator is tested with different crossover techniques. Inputs have taken from TSPLIB database. This paper
compares the results of hybrid crossover with the results of other crossover operators and it is found that the proposed
crossover outperforms the rest.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the popular combinatorial problems is Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). It belongs to NP-complete class of
problems. In past many evolutionary algorithms are used in solving TSP like Genetic Algorithm. GA is a population
based search optimization technique includes steps: Initialization, Selection, Crossover, Mutation and Replacement [1].
Initialization is used to generate the initial population randomly. Selection is a reproduction operator used to select the
fittest individuals from the population and give it in the next generation. Crossover is used to explore the search space to
get better diversity in the population. Normally Mutation is ignorable because the mutation probability is 0.001.
Replacement is used to progress the generation wise population. In the past, several crossover operators are used to solve
TSP problem. These are discussed in Section II with their pros and cons. A novel hybrid crossover operator is proposed
and explained in Section III. Comparison of existing crossover operators with proposed crossover is carried out in
Section IV. Finally section V concludes.
II. RELATED WORK
Crossover operators are the backbone of the genetic algorithm. Reproduction makes clones of individuals with hope
that it creates a better child. Partially Mapped Crossover (PMX) is the most widely used crossover operator for
chromosomes having permutation encoding [3]. Crossover operator builds an offspring by swapping a subsequence of tour
from one parent on another parent. The subsequence tour is picked from two random cut points namely cp1 and cp2, which
serve as crossover regions for the exchanging operations, [1, 5 & 6].
Cycle crossover (CX) is used for chromosomes with permutation encoding. In Cycle crossover [9] each allele comes
from one parent together with its position. It splits the elements into cycles. A cycle is a division of elements that has the
property that each element always paired with another element of the same cycle when the two parents are allied. Cycle
Crossover happens by selecting few cycles from one parent and the rest from an alternate parent. All the genes in the
children occupy the same positions in one of the two parents. First a cycle of position values from parent 1 is obtained.
Then the alleles of the cycle are put in child 1. Next cycle is taken from parent 2 and the process is continued [1 & 3].
Order Crossover (OX) builds an offspring by choosing a sub tour from one parent and preserving the order of cities on
other parent. It copies the part of permutation elements within the crossover points from the cut string directly to the
offspring, placing them in the same fixed position [5].
Position Based Crossover (PBX) selects random positions in the parent. The allele of those positions is copied into
their offspring. Before copying the allele, the occurrence of that allele should be checked in the offspring. If it is already
copied then take the next random position and copy that in the offspring. This process is continued up to the length of the
chromosome [8].
Sorted Match Crossover [11] searches for sub tours in both the parents who have the same length and same set of
cities; it starts and copies cities in the same order. If such sub tours are there the costs of these are determined. The
offspring is constructed from the parent who contains the sub tour with the highest cost by substituting the sub tour for the
sub tour with the lowest cost.
Maximal Preservative Crossover (MPX) is similar to PMX Crossover. It first selects a random sub string of the first
parent whose length is greater than or equal to 10 (except for small problem instances) and smaller than or equal to the
problem size divided by 2. These restrictions assure that enough information is there to exchange between the parent
strings without losing too much information from any of the both parents. The selected cities (sub tour) are removed from
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the second parent. The sub tour chosen from parent1 is copied into the first part of the offspring. Finally the end of the
offspring is filled up with cities in the same order as they appear in the second parent [11].
The partially mapped crossover [14] operator passes on ordering and value information from the parent tours to the
offspring tours. A segment of one parent’s string is mapped onto a segment of the other parent’s string and the remaining
information is exchanged.
Alternating position crossover (AP) simply creates an offspring by selecting alternately the next element of the first
parent and the next element of the second parent, omitting the elements already present in the offspring [13].
Heuristic Crossover is a crossover which emphasizes edges. These create offspring by selecting a first random city as
the current city. Then edges incident to current city are chosen and some probability distribution is defined on new edges
based on their costs. And then edges are selected on distribution. If uniform probability distribution is chosen, the
offspring inherits about 30% of the edges of every parent, and about 40% of the edges are randomly selected [14].
III. PROPOSED CROSSOVER
All The proposed method is a hybrid crossover operator tries to avoid the disadvantages of above crossover techniques.
The main initiative of proposed crossover is to combine both the functionalities of PMA and FOMX to form a new one.
By doing so, it is expected to get better results than using them individually. Joining PMX and FOMX together to get two
new strings and appending them into the population results better than the existing crossover techniques. The reason why
the expected results are better can be summarized as: PMX does things point-by-point, whereas FOMX applies swapping
procedure within the crossover sites. So using both together can overcome the individual discrepancies and will result in
an operator which works effectively including both functionalities.

SELECTION

Child1 from FOMX

Child2 from PMX

Add both the children to
the population
Fig. 1 Model of Proposed Crossover
For example, if two parents are selected as below for crossover:
Parent1: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Parent2: 3 7 5 1 6 8 2 4
Suppose that the first cut point is selected between the third and the fourth string element, and the second one between
the sixth and seventh. After applying pmx, the following two offspring are produced
offspring1: 4 2 3 1 6 8 7 5
offspring2: 3 7 8 4 5 6 2 1
While FOMX produces following children:
Child1: 1 2 3 4 6 5 7 8
Child2: 3 7 5 1 8 6 2 4
Whereas Proposed Crossover produces following children:
Child1: 3 7 1 5 2 4 6 8
Child2: 3 7 8 4 5 6 2 1
IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
This paper, 4 different inputs for benchmark TSP instances are used for testing. All experiments are implemented in
MATLAB R2011a and problem instances are taken from TSPLIB, which can be found at http://comopt.ifi.uniheidelberg.de/software/TSPLIB95/. The following parameters are used in this implementation:
Population size (N):100
Number of generations (ngen) :1000
Selection method: Tournament Selection (TS)
Crossover: PMX, OX, CX, Proposed Hybrid crossover
pc=0.7.
Mutation: Swap
Termination criteria: Execution stops on reaching ngen generations.
Fitness Function: Objective value of function (Minimum tour length)
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B. Experimental Results
Problems instances and results are recorded in following tables and figures:
TABLE I
COMPRISON OF CROSSOVER OPERATOR FOR GR17

The table1 shows the optimal distance generated from each crossover operator. The results have been taken for 10 runs
why because in the sense for every execution it returns the optimal minimum distance. The question is which is best and
very close to the actual distance. To minimize the error rate and also to find the best minimum distance of a tour 10
sample of output data are compared. Similarly the remaining tables show the optimal distance of other benchmark
instances.
TABLE II
COMPRISON OF CROSSOVER OPERATOR FOR WI29

TABLE III
COMPRISON OF CROSSOVER OPERATOR FOR SWISS42
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Fig. 2
All graphs figure 2-5 are performance graph for different tsp instances. When the number of cities are more the hybrid
crossover operator outperforms the other operators which is shown in the performance graphs.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper compares proposed crossover operator with existing crossover operators on benchmark TSP problems like
gr17, wi29, swiss42 and eil101. It was found that the proposed crossover yields better results than existing crossovers.
Proposed crossover has features of PMX and FOMX both, so helpful in improving the solution quality. Also improve the
performance of genetic algorithm in terms of convergence and number of iterations. Proposed crossover can be tested and
implemented in different combination of selection and mutation. Hybridization of crossover has increased the existing
technique in genetic algorithms and amplified the search performance.
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